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Chapter 29: One-star Soldier Level Martial Warrior 

 

Red Flame Scripture 

Beginner stage fire talent 

Fire Force*2 

Fire Kirin Sword Skill*10 

Spirit*0.1 

Wang Teng collected all five bubbles, and in that instant, his entire body underwent a 
tremendous change. 

When Spirit*0.1 integrated into his body, Wang Teng’s mind became clear. The feeling 
only lasted for a short moment, though, and disappeared in a split second. 

At the same time, his body underwent some unexplainable changes. 

When he closed his eyes before, it was pitch-black. But, now, he was able to feel 
numerous fiery red tiny particles floating above the earth. They were like little fairies with 
life. 

Fire Force! 
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This was the fire Force. 
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After Wang Teng’s body completed its transformation, the fire Force hovering around 
him seemed to have discovered an amusement park. They happily flew towards him 
and entered his body through the various pores on his skin. 

However, since they didn’t receive any guidance, they only knew how to barge around 
in his body. 

Fortunately, a memory that appeared in thin air managed to help him. 



Red Flame Scripture—Force skill scripture! 

In Wang Teng’s mind, a virtual shadow started practicing the scripture. Wang Teng 
could clearly see the meridians on the shadow’s body. They spread out from his limbs 
with his spine as the trunk, covering his entire body. 

The fire Force immediately found their direction. 

The 2 attribute points of the fire Force he just collected were the most obedient. They 
acted as leaders and commanded the other small Force attributes to line up as they 
marched into Wang Teng’s meridians. 

Finally, they followed the spine and congregated at its lowest part. 

A red light flashed brightly! 

Boom! 

A wave of heat exploded from the bottom of his spine and spread through Wang Teng’s 
entire body. The injury he suffered before started healing rapidly as the heat subsided, 
all the way until it completely healed. 

Then, the ball of heat shot out of the crown of his head like a balloon of steam. 

As it slowly dissipated, the red light at the bottom of his spine also subsided. Everything 
soon died down. 

At the other side of his mind, another figure was holding a battle sword and practicing. 
The power of fire was wrapped around the battle sword, and its strength was 
formidable. 

Fire Kirin Sword Skill—Force battle technique! 

After the scene disappeared, Wang Teng opened his eyes. He suppressed the 
happiness in his heart and looked at his attributes panel. 
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Wang Teng was shocked by what he saw. 

His attributes panel had undergone a transformation. 

Enlightenment: 83 

Spirit:12.1 



Talent: Beginner stage fire talent (10/300) 

Force: 6/100 Fire (one-star soldier level martial warrior) 
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Scripture: Red flame scripture (foundation 1/100) 

Battle Techniques: Basic battle techniques (mastery for fist, sword, blade, footwork), 
gun skill (small achievement), fire kirin sword skill (foundation 10/100) 

Knowledge: Basic Subjects (full marks) 

Overall Battle Power: 132 (the final decision belongs to the system(●ˇ∀ˇ●)) 
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What is this? 

Wang Teng stared at the totally different attributes panel, especially at the ‘Force’ row. 
He couldn’t shift his gaze away anymore. 

One-star soldier level? 

I… I’ve become a martial warrior!! 

Wang Teng clenched his fist and took many deep breaths before he forcefully calmed 
himself down. 

So this person was indeed a martial warrior. 

I actually killed a martial warrior! 

He lowered his head and looked at the corpse of the martial warrior in front of him. He 
didn’t know what emotions he should have. 

“Sigh!” 

In the end, he let out a deep breath. 

Suddenly, Wang Teng remembered that there was another person lying on the other 
side. The figure dropped a few attribute bubbles too. Wang Teng needed to pick them 
up quickly, or they would disappear. 

Fortunately, the scene just now felt really long, but only a few seconds had passed in 
real life. 
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When Wang Teng came back to the person lying on the ground, the bubbles were 
turning transparent, but they hadn’t disappeared completely. 

He picked them up! 

Beginner stage ice talent 


